Norma Fleagane’s Newly Released “Sneaky The Hairy Mountain Monster: A Christmas Holiday” is an Entertaining Festive Family Adventure

“Sneaky The Hairy Mountain Monster: A Christmas Holiday” from Christian Faith Publishing author Norma Fleagane is a delightful story that follows a young girl visiting her great-grandparents and her favorite cousin, who has an interesting story to tell her about the monster who lives at the edge of the oaken wood.

MEADVILLE, Pa. (PRWEB) February 18, 2019 -- “Sneaky The Hairy Mountain Monster: A Christmas Holiday”: a curious tale of family, fun, and mystery, is the creation of published author Norma Fleagane, a great-grandmother and businesswoman who divides her time between West Virginia and Florida.

“Sneaky, The Hairy Mountain Monster: A Christmas Holiday is about a little girl named Makayla Jean and her favorite cousin, Blake James,” Fleagane writes. “They are going to spend the Christmas holiday at Makayla’s great-grandparents’ home up north. It is the first time Makayla sees snow—and the first time she sees Sneaky, the Hairy Mountain Monster. Blake is eager to show Makayla around the house and all his favorite places to play. They have fun making snow angels and playing in the snow. Blake tells Makayla all about Sneaky. Blake says, ‘I can show you where he lives. You want me to take you there?’ Makayla says no. What they don’t know is, there is the three-eyed hairy mountain monster watching them play and is imitating them from the woods.”

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, Norma Fleagane’s new book is an intriguing fifth book in the Sneaky series for children, once again ending on a thought-provoking question about the friendly three-eyed monster’s thoughts and feelings.

Fleagane invites readers to join in the festive fun with Makayla and family, prompting them to empathize with those like Sneaky who aren’t so lucky to be invited to the parties.

View a synopsis of “Sneaky The Hairy Mountain Monster: A Christmas Holiday” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “Sneaky The Hairy Mountain Monster: A Christmas Holiday” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “Sneaky The Hairy Mountain Monster: A Christmas Holiday”, contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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